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The solution energies of 4d metals in other 4d metals as well as the bcc-hcp structural energy
differences in random 4d alloys are calculated by density functional theory. It is shown that the crystal
structure of the host plays a crucial role in the solid solubility. A local virtual bond approximation
accounts for the calculated solution energies and explains the substantial reduction in structural energy
caused by randomness. [S0031-9007(97)05224-1]
PACS numbers: 61.66.Dk, 73.30. + y

The “macroscopic atom” model of enthalpy effects in
alloys developed by Miedema and co-workers [1,2] has
been highly influential in practical metallurgy work. One
important aspect of the model is the possibility to predict
impurity solution energies in solid solutions about which
very little is known even in binary systems except for a few
experimental values [2,3]. Even today, with the advent of
accurate first-principles computer techniques calculations
of impurity solution energies have only been performed
for a few systems [4–7], and the general trends across the
periodic table have not been established.
Miedema and Niessen [2,8,9] discuss in their pioneering work three contributions to the impurity solution energy: a chemical contribution which includes “liquidlike”
interactions, a relaxation contribution arising from atomic
size mismatch of the host atoms and impurity, and a structural contribution, i.e., an additional contribution due to
the fact that the crystal structure of the host is fixed during solution. It is the structural contribution which is the
subject of the present paper, and we note that intuitively
it does not seem to be pronounced, let alone dominant.
However, from the analysis of Zr-based phase diagrams
Miedema and Niessen [8] find that the solubilities of other
transition metals in the two structural forms of Zr, hcp,
and bcc, differ dramatically and thereby provide the first
indication that the structural contribution to the heat of solution may, in fact, play an important role in determining
the phase diagrams of transition metal alloys.
The model of Miedema and Niessen for the structural
contribution to the solution energy in transition metal
alloys exploit the fact that the structural energy differences
in the pure transition metals may be considered canonical
[10] functions of the valence d-band occupation number
Nd [11–13]. Hence, in the spirit of the virtual crystal
approximation (VCA) they assume that for a given crystal
structure the d bands in a random A12c Bc alloy are those of
an “average” pure metal and use for the structural energy
differences in the alloy the canonical curves corresponding
to the pure metal bands but occupied by the concentration
weighted average d occupation s1 2 cdNdA 1 cNdB . At
first sight, this appears reasonable, at least in the dilute limit

of the impurity concentration c, and indeed the model turns
out to be quite successful in explaining the crystal-structure
effect on the solid solubility in the Zr-Pd system [8].
In the present Letter, we demonstrate on the basis of extensive density functional theory (DFT) calculations [14]
of solution energies in 4d transition metal alloys that the
crystal-structure contribution plays a major role in the solid
solubility of transition metals in transition metals. We also
develop a model, the virtual bond approximation (VBA),
based on a local description of the bonding in dilute alloys,
which is able to account qualitatively and semiquantitatively for the solution energy differences between different
host crystal structures as well as for the structural energy
differences of random alloys. This subject is not treated
within ordinary theory of phase transformations in alloys
[15] nor is it considered in first-principles calculations of
phase diagrams [16,17].
We present in Fig. 1 a database of solution energies
of the 4d metals in other 4d metals calculated using the
definition
Ç
≠EAa12c Bc
b
a
1EAa 2 EB ,
(1)
Esol sB ! Ad 
≠c
c0
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of the energy in the dilute limit of metal B in an A host
b
b
having an a structure [6]. Here, EAa12c Bc , EA , and EB are
the total energies of the A12c Bc alloy and the pure metals
in the a and b structures, respectively. The details of the
calculations are given in Refs. [18,19]. We do not include
the effect of lattice relaxations around the impurity but for
the present systems with moderate size mismatches they
are small [20], and we expect the results to provide at least
a qualitative description of the “chemical” and crystalstructure contributions.
At first sight the results in Fig. 1 do not seem to exhibit
any recognizable trends. If, for instance, we employ the
qualitative theories of bonding in transition metal alloys,
based on tight-binding or Friedel-like considerations [21 –
23], we expect the solution energies to be smooth functions of the average number of d electrons of the alloy
components or their difference, DNd  NdA 2 NdB . This
is obviously not the case and the reason for the irregular
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.
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Here, y s0d is the on-site term and yXY is obtained as the
sum over the whole lattice of pair potentials acting between
P
s2d
s22ad
X and Y atoms. In particular, yAB  12 ifij VAB sRi 2
s2d

Rj d, where VAB are structure-independent potentials defined, for instance, by Moriarty [24] and the sums run over
the lattice sites in the a structure.
From (2) and (3) we obtain
a2b

DEsol

FIG. 1. Solution energies for 4d metals in 4d metal hosts
calculated by (1). The thin lines connect results for a particular
impurity and the host crystal structure is indicated at the
abscissa.

changes of the solution energies from one host to the next
cannot be explained on the basis of considerations which
do not include structural effects.
Closer inspection of Fig. 1 reveals a very simple rule
which makes the results systematic and easy to describe.
Consider the elements ordered according to d occupation.
Then, if the element next to the host in the direction of
an impurity has the same crystal structure as the host the
solution energy increases, otherwise it decreases. As an
example let us consider impurity solution energies in bcc
Mo. The neighboring element on the right-hand side of
Mo is hcp Tc, and we observe that all the elements from
Tc to Pd have positive solution energies in Mo. Conversely, the neighboring element on the left-hand side is
bcc Nb and both Nb and Zr have negative solution energies. In fact, the rule works so well, especially at the beginning of the series, that one may safely conclude that the
solution energies of transition metals in Zr, Nb, Mo, and
Tc are almost solely determined by the crystal-structure
contribution.
To show that structure plays an important role for the
solid solubility of transition metals we discuss the firstprinciples local density approximation (LDA) results on
the basis of the difference in solution energy of an impurity
in a given host of different crystal structures defined by
a2b Ç
≠DEA12c Bc
a2b
b
a2b
a
1DEA ,
DEsol ; Esol 2 Esol 
≠c
c0
(2)
a2b

a2b

are the structural energy
where DEA12c Bc and DEA
difference in the random A12c Bc alloy and the host,
respectively. We further write the total energy of the alloy
in terms of two-body potentials (a generalization to manysite interactions is straightforward),

s22ad

 2fyAB

s22bd

2 yAB

s22ad

g 2 fyAA

s22bd

2 yAA

g,
(4)

where the last term in the square brackets now represents
the a-b structural-energy difference in the host A. To
continue, we model the interaction potentials between
different kinds of atoms represented in the first term of
(4) by the assumption that they are canonical functions of
the average number of d electrons in an AB bond. This
we call the virtual bond approximation, and it means that
an n-body potential of k A atoms and n 2 k B atoms,
sn2ad
yAA···BB , is equal to the n-body potential of a pure metal
sn2ad
C, yC···CC with the number of d electrons given by NdC 
A
B
1
n fkNd 1 sn 2 kdNd g. The so-defined VBA is equivalent
to the VCA used, e.g., by Miedema and co-workers [2],
when the dominant interactions in the alloy are n-body
potentials which involve bonding in the entire crystal, i.e.,
n ! `. A similar model [25] has been used with success
to explain the site substitutional behavior of all d impurities
in Ni3 Al [26].
In the VBA pair-potential sy s2d d approximation we now
have
a2b

DEsol

a2b

 2DEC

a2b

sNdC d 2 DEC

sNdA d ,

(5)

a2b

where NdC  12 sNdA 1 NdB d and DEC
is the canonical
structural energy difference curve included in Fig. 2. As
we shall demonstrate below this simple expression contains the physics of the structural contribution to the solid
solubility.
The structural difference in the solution energies of
the 4d metals obtained directly from first principles are
plotted in Fig. 2 as functions of NdC . We immediately
observe that the values in the figure are unexpectedly large
compared to the solution energies themselves, Fig. 1, as
well as to the canonical structural-energy differences and
first-principles results for random 4d alloys, Fig. 3(b).
Nonetheless, the VBA-y s2d model defined above provides
a good fit to these first-principles results. To see this we
a2b
note that (5) may be used to extract DEC sNdC d from
bcc-hcp
the first-principles results DEsol
in Fig. 2 knowing the
bcc-hcp
sNdA d. Further,
canonical curve for the elements DEC
if the VBA-y s2d model is correct the energies extracted in
this manner should, when plotted as functions of NdC fall on
the canonical curve. As seen in Fig. 3(a) the reproduction
of the canonical curve is near perfect showing the validity
1241
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FIG. 2. The calculated bcc-hcp structural difference in the
solution energy for four 4d hosts, filled symbols, plotted as a
function of the occupation of an impurity-host bond. A dotted
line connects results for a particular host and along the line
the sequence of impurities is Zr, Nb, Mo, Tc, and Ru. The
hosts are labeled by large letters and the impurities by smaller
letters. For comparison the figure also includes the structural
energies for elemental metals [11 –13] here calculated in the
atomic sphere approximation and indicated by a thin line.

of the VBA. The few exceptions, late 4d metals in Zr and
Nb hosts and early 4d metals in a Mo host, are expected
from the fact that pair interactions alone cannot reproduce
the structural energy difference for these elements [27,28].
In fact, the introduction of higher many-body potentials
into (4) improve the results of the VBA-y s2d model.
The fact that it is the simple average occupation NdC
rather than the concentration weighted average which enters the first term in (5) shows that, apart from the host contribution, the structural part of the impurity solution energy
is governed by local effects in the form of the d occupation
of the impurity bonds. This local bond picture has important and unexpected consequences for the structural energy
differences in random alloys which to our knowledge have
not been considered in the literature. In the VCA for a
random alloy all lattice sites are equivalent, and it is therefore generally assumed that the structural energy differences in such alloys may be given by the canonical curve
for a pure metal at the concentration averaged d occupation. The first-principles calculations included in Fig. 3(b)
show that this assumption is, in fact, not correct. Instead,
the structural energies are substantially reduced as a result
of the random local environment. We note that the VBAy s2d model captures this reduction.
To explain this result as well as the local bond model for
impurity solution energies we show in Fig. 4 the density
of states (DOS) for the valence d electrons (d-DOS) in
MoPd for three states of different order, B2, B11, and
completely random, together with the d-DOS for bcc Ru
which is the average element corresponding to MoPd. All
calculations are performed at the same volume and for
1242
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FIG. 3. (a) Comparison between the structural energy differa2b
ence curve for elemental metals, thin line, and DEC sNdC d
extracted from the first-principles results by (1), filled symbols.
(b) The calculated bcc-hcp structural energy difference in random Zr-Pd and Mo-Pd alloys, heavy lines. The results of the
a2b
VBA-y s2d model, DEA12c Bc  2cs1 2 cdDE a2b sNCd d 1 s1 2
d
2
a2b
2
sNA d 1 c DE a2b sNBd d, indicated by broken lines.
cd DE

the same underlying crystal lattice. In the B2 structure
all nearest neighbors of Mo are Pd atoms, i.e., all nearest
neighbor bonds are Mo-Pd bonds. According to the VBA
these bonds should correspond to those of Ru, and for
this reason the d-DOS of Ru and B2-MoPd [29] shown
in Fig. 4 are very similar.

FIG. 4. Calculated d state densities. The upper panel shows
results for B2 MoPd and the corresponding average element
bcc Ru. The lower panel shows results for B11 MoPd and a
completely random bcc MoPd alloy.
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On the other hand, in the B11 structure every Mo
atom has four Mo and four Pd as nearest neighbors and
similar for Pd. Hence, the nearest neighbor environment
for each atom in a two-atom nearest neighbor bond model
corresponds to the completely random alloy. It is therefore
not surprising that the d-DOS for the B11 structure is very
close to that of the random alloy. However, the important
and unexpected point is that the d-DOS for the completely
random MoPd alloy does not show any resemblance to
that of the bcc transition metals. That is, the existence
of three different types of bonds Mo-Mo, Pd-Pd, and MoPd completely destroys the electronic states responsible for
stabilizing the hcp structure in this case.
In conclusion, we discuss the results of the model of
enthalpy of solution based on the VCA and presented in
Ref. [2], in relation to the present calculations. First, we
find the solution energy of Pd in hcp Zr to be 0.14 eV,
cf. Fig. 1, and in bcc Zr to be 20.44 eV. This is in
qualitative agreement with the values in Table II-4 of
Ref. [2], and leads to the prediction of a large solubility of
Pd in bcc Zr and a small solubility in hcp Zr which agrees
with the experimental phase diagram. Second, we note that
in the VCA the structural difference in the solution energy
will be a linear function of the d occupation. According
to Fig. 2 this is only a good approximation in a limited d
occupation range. Finally, the VCA does not account for
the substantial reduction of the structural energy difference
caused by randomness, even in the dilute limit. Since the
VCA is often assumed to hold for random alloys this result
should have important consequences within alloy theory.
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